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A Rock Carving and a Newly Discovered Stone Burial Chamber at Pasemah, Sumatra
This article describes two recent archaeological finds from the district of Pasemah in South Sumatra. Pasemah is an extensive plateau that stretches for about 70 kilometres in a north-west to south-east direction along a wide valley which lies between the Barisan mountains to the west and the smaller Gumai chain to the east. The plateau, which has an average height of between 500 and 1,000 metres, is largely covered with Imperata grass and is dominated by the magnificent volcanic cone of Gunung Dempo (3,150 metres), which rises half-way along the valley. A few steep, narrow ravines lead up from the nearby Bengkulu coastal plain to the west, but the natura1 entrance to Pasemah is from the east, along the Musi and Lematang rivers, via a steep pass leading up from the town of Lahat. In the early centuries of the Christian era, the area around Pasemah's present-day administrative capita1 Pagar Alam (710 metres) was home to a highly developed indigenous culture that carved and erected large stone monuments. These monuments include groups and avenues of upright stones, stone blocks with hollowed, cup-like mortars, troughs with human heads and figures carved on them, terraced platforms, three-legged 'dolmen' of uncertain function, stone burial chambers, and many dynamic stone carvings of humans and animals (Bellwood 1985:293) . It is these large, animated 'Pasemah figures' in particular that have attracted the curiosity of foreign visitors to Pasemah from the mid-nineteenth century onwards.
The stone structures of Pasemah and other associated remains were the subject of aviator-turned-prehistorian A.N.J. Th. à Th. van der Hoop's doctoral thesis, published in English as Megalithic remains in SouthSumatra (Van der Hoop 1932) . In his study, Van der Hoop made a valuable contribution to Indonesian prehistory by establishing a firm link between the 'megalithic' Pasemah culture and the bronze-working Dong Son culture of northern Vietnam. This he did by showing that the armed warrior depicted on the Batugajah ('Elephant Stone'), the finest and most widely known of the Pasemah sculptures, is carrying a bronze Dong Son kettledrum of type Heger I (Van der Hoop 1932: plates 89-95) . At the time it was believed that these kettledrums had arrived in the Indonesian archipelago in the first century A.D. (Bernet Kempers 1988:ll) ; thus the depiction of the kettledrum on the Batugajah enabled the Pasemah stoneworking culture to be dated to the early first millennium of the Christian era ( Van der Hoop 1932: 158) .l
In 1933, a second carved boulder on which a kettledrum is depicted was discovered at dusun (settlement) Air Puar by H.V. Vonk, the Controleur of the Pasemah Lands (Vonk 1934) . Only one surface of the boulder is carved. The shallow relief shows two men with pointed ears carrying (or perhaps disputing possession of) a Heger I kettledrum (Photo 1). Since the Second World War, research on prehistorie Indonesia has been directed at other regions (Soejono 1982:29-30 ) and little further research has been carried out at Pasemah. In the absence of more recent discoveries, the Batugajah and Air Puar sculptures still provide the main evidence for the dating of the megalithic Pasemah culture to the Early Metal phase of Indonesian prehistory.2
On a visit to Pasemah in September 19903, I learnt of two recent discoveries, which are described here. The first is an engraving of a human figure on a rock outcrop near the village of Tegurwangi, in kecamatan (administrative district) Pagar Alam. The figure is known locally as the 'Batu Bersurat' ('illustrated rock') and lies a brisk fifteen-minute walk through the rice fields in a south-east direction from dusun Tegurwangi Lama to the foor of Bukit Kayumanis (1 105 m.). Here, on the lower lefthand face of a large granite outcrop, is inscribed the outline of a large human figure (Photo 2). The figure measures three metres from the top of the head-dress to the right ankle, although the etching is no more than a ' Some fifty Dong Son kettledrums are known from Indonesia and several have been found in Sumatra. They were probably cast in nortliern Vietnam between circa 300 B.C. and A.D. 200, and the Pasemah culture could fall anywhere between these two dates. Bronson, however, has speculated that it may be contemporary with Srivijaya (Bronson 1979 (Bellwood 1985:271 centimetre deep. The dense surrounding vegetation makes viewing difficult; nevertheless, al1 the features shown in Figure 1 , which is drawn from a slide projection, were observed and recorded at the site.
The most striking part of the figure is the head-dress. There is nothing like it on any other Pasemah figure, several of which are depicted wearing close-fitting caps or helmets, nor indeed in any Indonesian figurative art of the Early Metal phase. The head-dress recalls but does not resemble the plumed head-dress of the dancing warriors shown on early Dong Son kettledrums of type Heger I, such as the kettledrum from Sangeang in Eastern Indonesia, or the Ngoc Lu kettledrum (Bernet Kempers 1988: plates 4.05b, 11.30~). The head-dress, like the head beneath it, is greatly exaggerated in proportion to the body of the figure. This exaggeration gives it a dramatic effect in the overall artistic scheme.
What is the strange head-dress made of? At a guess -and i t is only a guess -it is made from feathers or plumes bound tightly together at the base and spread out in a three-quarter circle, perhaps supported by a rattan frame, to which are attached a number of flat, curved plates or discs. The tips of eight 'plumes' can be seen distinctly on the front part of the headdress. The shape of the disc which holds them in place and the curve of the plumes immediately below it suggest that there should be a further eight to ten similar plumes on the rear part of the head-dress. These hypothesized plumes are depicted by broken lines in Figure 1 . Beneath the bound base of the plumes are what appear to be two small circular discs. each with a smaller circle within it. It is not certain whether these discs are a part of the head-dress or whether they are attached directly to the head of the figure. It is possible that there is a third disc above them, at the rear of the base of the gathered plumes. This possible third disc is.also depicted by broken lines in Figure 1 .
The genera1 form of the figure's face is short and broad. From comparison with other Pasemah carved figures, it is evident that the figure is male, and his armour (discussed below) shows that he is a warrior. His large, round, bulging eyes, short, broad nose, wide mouth, thick lips (as wide at the corners as in the middle), large ears, and strong, broad, projecting jaw are characteristic of carved human figures from Pasemah. These features, which 'express strength and resolution -to say the least' (Bernet Kempers 1988:236) , were once thought to indicate inembers of a negroid race. In his study of the Pasemah megalithic culture, Van der Hoop showed these features to be stylistic conventions similar to those used in Javanese and Balinese wayang figures with the aim of indicating a kasar ('unrefined') personality (Van der Hoop 1932: 166, plates 2 14, 2 15).
Around the'Tegurwangi warrior's neck is depicted a broad necklace. Similar necklaces are depicted on many Pasemah sculptures. These necklaces were probably made of bronze and may have protected their possessors in battle. Alternatively, they may have been merely decorative, or served to indicate status. Van der Hoop wrote: 'Many images have smooth thick rings round the neck. They remind one strongly of similar nngs still worn in Nias. Rappard writes as follows conceming these rings: "Special mention must be given to the neck-ring wom by the men in SouthNias, the 'Kalaboeboe', a mark of distinction among these head-hunters for those who have secured their first head or killed their first enemy in combat".' (Van der Hoop 1932 :74, citing Rappard 1909 Across the right shoulder of the Tegurwangi warrior is a cord or strap, similar to that across the shoulder of the armed warrior depicted mounting the elephant on the 'Batugajah' stone sculpture, where it serves to suspend a Dong Son kettledrum from this warrior's back. No such kettledrum can be seen on the Tegurwangi warrior's back.
On the right shoulder of the Tegurwangi warrior is another smal1 circular disc like those depicted on his head. There is a another disc at his elbow and one more on his wrist. Two more discs are depicted on his legs, one on each knee. The location of these discs suggests that they represent protective plates, similar to the coutere and poleyn of the medieval knight's armour, which guarded the ligaments and joints of the arms and legs.4 The plates which are represented by the discs were presumably made of bronze, though no such objects have been reported from Pasemah." Similar discs, some weathered to vague bulges, can be seen on many standing stone figures.Vt is apparent from these weathered stone discs that the plates on which they were modelled had a dynamic form, with a raised central boss, and a raised area between the boss and the outer edge of the plate (Figure 2 ). The central depression between the boss and the raised part of the plate may have helped the plate to contain a blow from a weapon rather than simply to deflect it.
The Tegurwangi warrior is naked apart from a loincloth (the hooked object that appears to hang from his right elbow); around his waist are the faint markings of a waistband: the Batugajah warrior is similarly dressed in a loose loincloth secured by a girdle (Van der Hoop 1932: plates 81 and 91). Few details can be seen on the Tegurwangi warrior's legs, other than the five toes of the right foot. The left foot is not depicted, or has worn away.
The Tegurwangi warrior appears to be clutching a large object in front of him. Only a part of this object can be seen (the engraving is badfy worn European plate armour, which superseded chain-mail armour, developed from independent steel-plate protection of the knees, elbows and shins in the fourteenth century.
Bronze arrnour wrist sleeves are shown on many of the Pasemah sculptures, for example the Pematang sculpture illustrated in Van der Hoop (1932: plates 41, 42). Several of these wrist sleeves have been dug up in Pasemah and one of the bronze rings shown on the legs (and occasionally the wrists) of warriors was found at Kerinci (Van der Hoop 1940) . v a n der Hoop mentions but does not discuss the round disc on the left knee of the stone figure at Karangindah (Van der Hoop 1932:12, plates 1 and 2). l a n Caldwell in this area), but there is sufficient detail to show that it is a kettledrum of type Heger I. This can be demonstrated by comparing the object with the kettledrum shown on the rock carving discovered in 1933 at Air Puar (Vonk 1934 : plate 1; Van Heekeren 1958: plate 31) . The double line which runs beneath the chin of the Tegurwangi warrior corresponds almost exactly with the double line indicating the top of the kettledrum in the Air Puar sculpture, and the two lower lines correspond wel1 with the 'waist' of the kettledrum on the Air Puar sculpture.7 This is an exciting discovery. As mentioned above, there are only two other Pasemah figures displaying Dong Son kettledrums. It is tempting to suppose that the vague, flameshaped object at the right-hand edge is the left hand of the warrior, clutching the kett1edrum.
x Who or what does the carving represent? Van der Hoop believed it probable that the Pasemah figures were ancestral images and cited in support of this interpretation the Batak practice of setting up images for deceased r u j a after the last great festival of the dead ( Van der Hoop 1932:95) . Heine Geldern (1935) and Van Heekeren (1958) were silent on the question of whom or what the figures represent. Bernet Kempers believed that the Pasemah figures 'may not represent ordinary people' (Bernet Kempers 1988: 137) ; nevertheless, he interpreted the armed warrior on the Batugajah sculpture as a commander, or an aide-de-camp to a chieftain or commander, preparing to mount the elephant's back and carrying a drum with which to give directions to his warriors (Bernet Kempers 1988:234, 236, 352) . From the discovery of bronze wrist sleeves and a leg ring (Van der Hoop 1940) similar to those depicted on some figures, it seems reasonable to conclude that, while the Pasemah sculptures may portray legendary or mythical figures, their clothes, adornment and equipment are modelled on those of their Early Metal phase creators. The second discovery briefiy described here is a recently opened stone burial chamber at Kota Raya in kecamatan Janai, about five kilometres north of Pagar Alam. Stone burial chambers, or cist graves, are rectangular graves lined with thin slabs of stone, with a floor and a roof of the Same material. They are always oriented east-west. These cist graves are one of the distinctive megalithic structures of Pasemah and are probably contemporary with the Pasemah sculptures. Similar cist graves are found on the west coast of the Malay peninsula (Evans 1929 (Evans , 1931 . Many of the Pasemah graves are decorated on their walls with polychrome wal1
The sirnilarities between the Tegurwangi warrior and the left-hand figure in the Air Puar sculpture are striking. Their features, their physical poses and their relationship to the kettledrurn are remarkably similar, which suggests thai both figures are forrnulaic representations. X The hand shown in this position on (he Air Puar inscription belongs to the righthand figure, who is helping to carry the ketiledrum. decorations, some showing human figures and buffaloes. Van der Hoop excavated two cist graves at Tegurwangi and in his book reproduced a part of the badly preserved wal1 decorations from one grave, which he interpreted as a helmeted man sitting on, or perhaps fighting with, a buffalo (Van der Hoop 1932: plates 160, 166, 167) . C.W.P de Bie also excavated a double cist grave at Tanjung Ara, al1 the inner walls of which were covered with decorations in white, black, yellow, red and grey. De Bie was not able to make a careful study of al1 the decorations, but he did publish reproductions of two of them (De Bie 1932) . Of these decorations Van
Heekeren wrote: 'Here we observe stylized images which look both human and animal; the hands show three fingers only' ( Van Heekeren 1958:73 ; the right-hand fïgure of the Air Puar sculpture mentioned in the previous section also has three fingers). In recent years, several more cist graves have been accidentally discovered by local farmers, who have cleared them of earth in search of gold and other valuables. Group photographs of the finders and their families are often taken within the grave and, as the decorations are soft, being made of organic matter, they are soon damaged. Their destruction is usually complete in a year or so, by which time the grave walls are often covered with incised graffiti.
The grave that I visited in September 1990 had been opened just a few inonths previously (Photo 3). It is one of a cluster of three cist graves discovered within a few metres of each other. Al1 four walls of the grave I examined were decorated and the decorations were in good condition. Three of the walls appeared to be decorated with abstract designs, but on the wal1 opposite the entrance was a remarkable painting of a gigantic bird, with huge staring eyes, outspread wings, raised neck feathers and enormous talons stretched out as if to attack (Photo 4). The bird is drawn in four colours: yellow, ochre, black and white. Details of the bird, namely the comb, which is depicted in profile, the beak, and the black 'hands' from which the talons protrude, show that it is a cockerel. It has a rare 'plain' comb which has none of the 'teeth' coinmon to most cockscombs. Among the Minangkabau, plain-comb cocks traditionally command a higher price than do cockerels with a normal toothed comb and are believed to be good fighters (personal communication, Dr. Ismet Fanany). The cockerel depicted on the wal1 of the cist grave at Kota Raya is shown in the moment of attack -the tail feathers point straight down -as seen from an opponent's perspective. This figure is reproduced in colour in Oey (1 99 1 :252), where it is wrongly described as a painting of a warrior.
The ferocious pose of the cockerel suggests that it is a guardian figure intended to ward off evil spirits. It faces the entrance to the grave and has a powerful impact when seen by torch light at close range. It calls to mind Bernet Kempers' interpretation of the function of the Pasemah sculptures:
'Rather than ethnic self-portraits the sculptures seem to represent fantastic pictures of demonic beings, connected with a world of spirits, riding elephants and buffaloes, fighting snakes and other denizens of the samespiritual jungle. Looking for a parallel we are automatically reminded of the pr~tecting guardians of ancient Javanese temple-compounds of a much later and different period, who belong to a similar category of demons that may discourage any unwished for visitors without having the general appearance of wickedness and danger.' (Bemet Kempers 1988:237.) T o the right of the cockerel, and partly obscuring its left wing, is the stylized head and neck of a large bird. The bird's head is portrayed side-on, facing the cockerel. Its eye, the back of its head and its neck are easy to make out, while its large curved beak is produced by the effect of the dark background between the upper edge of the cockerel's left wing and its raised neck feathers. It is tempting to interpret the bird -if that is indeed what it is -as a hornbill, but perhaps this is reading too much into a rather abstract design. An outline drawing of the cockerel and 'hornbill' is shown in Figure 3 .
Van der Hoop suggested that there were more graves to be discovered in the neighbourhood of Tanjung Ara. On my brief visit I gained the impression that the area around Tegurwangi, which is rich in megalithic remains, is probably an important graveyard. Many of the stone slabs scattered across the rice fields here are possibly the roof stones of cist graves, and there are similar stone slabs at several other megalithic sites. Identification of al1 remaining unopened cist graves and their controlled excavation, with full documentation of findings and accurate reproduction in colour of any wal1 paintings, is urgently needed. Summarizing his field research, Van der Hoop wrote: 'The stone cists formed one of the most gratifying finds in the Pasemah. From tliejr sjtuatjon, one may positjvely conclude that they belong to the same culture as the other megaliths and that they alone can perhaps contribute something towards unveiling the secret of the race to which the megalith builders belonged.' (Van der Hoop 1932: 130.) At the present rate of discovery, which seems to be accelerating as the intensifïcation of agriculture reveals more covering stones, it wil1 not be too long before more of the remaining graves are opened by local farmers and their valuable ethnographic records lost forever.
